SEPTEMBER 18

SERGIO MONTEIRO
Piano

The Brazilian pianist performs a solo recital featuring Brazilian composers and traditional repertoire.

OCTOBER 16

DOREEN’S JAZZ QUARTET

Doreen’s jazz clarinet brings the spicy music of New Orleans to Chicago.

NOVEMBER 20

JOSUÉ TACORONTE
FLAMENCO GUITAR

The Cuban born guitarist performs music of Leo Brouwer and collaborates with Ensemble Español dancers.

FEBRUARY 19

SOLAS

Solas is the quintessential Irish-American band recording and touring in the U.S. today.

MARCH 11

BRANDON RIDENOUR TRUMPET
RACHEL NAOMI KUDO
PIANO

Virtuoso trumpeter, Brandon Ridenour kicks off the 2016 Chicago Brass Festival.

APRIL 15

THE KRUGER BROTHERS WITH KONTRAS QUARTET

Infusing classical with folk music resulting in a unique sound that has made the trio a fixture in the world of acoustic music.

JANUARY 22

KONTRAS STRING QUARTET

The Kontras Quartet perform with NEIU faculty members Susan Tang, piano and Robert Heitzinger, baritone.

MAY 20

QUINTA ESSENTIA

A recorder quartet full of surprises with an instrument collection from the Renaissance to the new Eagle recorder.